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Introduction 

Copyright is an intellectual property right (IPR) that grants authors, artists and 
other creators protection for their literary, artistic and scientific creations, 
generally referred to as “works”1. 

Giving authors, artists and other creators incentives in the form of recognition and 
a potential fair economic reward allows them to concentrate on the creative part 
of their activity - literary and artistic creation. This, in turn, helps to increase access 

                                                           
1 In certain countries/languages copyright is referred to as “authors’ rights”. 
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to and enhance the enjoyment of culture, knowledge and entertainment the world 
over. 

No matter if you are a copyright owner or a copyright user, the understanding of 
the copyright basics is crucial to any business. In essence, it must be borne in 
mind that safeguarding your own copyright and securing the permission of third 
parties before using copyrighted materials is not only legally required but also a 
good business practice. 

The present fact sheet illustrates the importance of copyright protection for 
businesses and provides insight into the copyright regime, knowledge of which 
could prove beneficial in particular to SMEs. 

1. Understanding copyright 

Companies and individuals can be involved in the creation, recording, publication, 
dissemination, distribution or retailing of works protected by copyright and/or be 
users of those works. Some classic examples of copyrighted works include books, 
musical compositions or movies. But copyright can also protect a website, a 
brochure, a corporate video, newspapers, periodicals, printing, advertising, radio 
and television broadcasting, sound recording, musical and audio visual works, 
motion pictures, and computer software. 

they must exist in some form2 

For works to be protected by copyright 

they must be original3 

Copyright law is not fully harmonised at the EU and international level, therefore the 
national laws of the country in which the author seeks protection apply. 

At international level, minimum standards of protection4 have been established by 
the Berne Convention5, a treaty based on three basic principles: 

• National treatment: works are given the same protection in each country 
as the country grants to the works of their nationals. 

• Automatic protection: no formalities required. 
• Independence of protection: works receive protection even if they cannot 

obtain such protection in their country of origin6. 

                                                           
2 Works protected by copyright can exist under many different forms such as writing, film, audio and 
digital recording. Sometimes national laws prescribe some material fixation. In other cases, the works 
do not need to be fixed, like for unrecorded speeches in France.  
3 The author expresses his creativity by making free choices, resulting in a work that reflects his 
personality. 
4 Types of works protected, rights granted and term of protection. 
5 The Berne Convention is a treaty for the protection of literary and artistic works, signed by nearly 
180 countries. Other relevant treaties and conventions include the WIPO treaties (WCT and WPPT); 
the Rome Convention and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPS Agreement). 
6 If a work cannot be protected in its country of origin (e.g. due to a lack of originality according to 
stricter standards), the work is nevertheless protected in any other signatory country. If, however, 

http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=283698
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/wct/index.html
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/wppt/
http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/treaties/text.jsp?file_id=289757
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/31bis_trips_01_e.htm
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The EU has adopted several legal instruments in the field of copyright7. However, 
unlike in other fields of IP law, each of the 28 Member States has its own copyright 
law and policy. Nevertheless, some form of harmonisation has been achieved 
through the different EU directives. For instance, the InfoSoc Directive harmonises 
the rights of reproduction, distribution and communication to the public, and legal 
protection of anti-copying devices and rights management systems.  

1.1. What does copyright protect? 

There is no exhaustive list containing the works that can be protected by copyright. 
However, the following works are generally covered by copyright at international 
level: 

• literary works such as novels, poems, plays, newspaper articles;  
• computer programs/software, databases; 
• films, musical compositions, and choreographies; 
• artistic works such as paintings, drawings, photographs, and sculptures; 
• architecture, maps, plans, technical drawings; 
• sketches and three-dimensional works relative to geography, topography, 

architecture or science; 
• advertisements, sometimes applied art;  
• flyers, commercial material, slogans, brochures and user manuals. 

 

1.2. Copyright protection 

Copyright protection is obtained automatically in the EU, as in any country which is 
a signatory to the Berne Convention. It arises from the moment the work is created 
and no registration or other formality is required9. However, it is a common practice 
to attach a copyright notice to the work with the purpose of informing others of the 
                                                           
a signatory country provides for a longer term of protection than the minimum prescribed by the 
Convention and the work ceases to be protected in the country of origin, protection may be denied 
once protection in the country of origin ceases (note that within the EU the term of protection is 
harmonised). 
7 Such as the InfoSoc Directive, the Software Directive, the Database Directive and the Term 
Directive. 
8 Provided that the form of expression is an original creation by the author. 
9 Several countries allow for the voluntary national registration/deposit of works protected by 
copyright. This differs from one country to another, including systems where the work is actually 
deposited (registration) and others where only declarations are submitted (recordation). Therefore, 
registration of copyright is not constitutive of the right, but can prove beneficial in some situations, 
saving time and money in the case of a dispute. For example, in the Benelux, the existence of an 
idea, concept, prototype etc., can be voluntarily recorded using i-DEPOT in order to prove the 
existence of a creation at a precise moment in time. For more information on how a particular country 
manages copyright registration and deposit systems, read the WIPO survey on the topic, its 
summaries, tables and charts, available here.  

Ideas, as such, cannot obtain copyright protection. It is the form of 

expression of those ideas that can be copyrighted8. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/copyright
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32001L0029:EN:HTML
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/prot-comp-progs/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/prot-databases/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/term-protection/index_en.htm#maincontentSec1
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/term-protection/index_en.htm#maincontentSec1
https://www.boip.int/wps/portal/site/ideas/!ut/p/a1/hc-xDoIwEAbgZ2Fg7R0SbOtWnEBgcBG7GCAIGKCkVHh9wc1E8bZLvv_PHUhIQfbZ1FSZaVSftesu97fj2Q-E7wjE2KcYxCI8JVHisshZwHUDcPdf_gJyk6wNb4A_RiCEIJu8I3PRESSUI2WcU8Yo26HjrReKPndZBVKX91KXmjz18lltzDAebLRxnmdSKVW1JSlUZ-O3SK1GA-mnhKFL8eG1UyQs6wVYSDrA/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
http://www.wipo.int/copyright/en/registration/registration_and_deposit_system_03_10.html
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existence of copyright, reducing the likelihood of a potential infringement. Usually, 
this notice includes the mention “all rights reserved” or the symbol © together with 
the year in which the work has been created, e.g.: © European Union (2017), 
© 2017 Copyright holder. All rights reserved. 

 

Types of rights granted 

The copyright system allows authors to benefit commercially from their work, 
through: 

• Economic rights: These enable right holders to derive financial reward 
from the use of their works by others. Generally they take the form of 
exclusive rights10 and are harmonised at EU level. They include the right to 
reproduce and publish the work. 

 
• Moral rights: These enable right holders to claim authorship11 and prevent 

mutilation/deformation of their work that may be detrimental to their 
honour or reputation12. They are usually non-transferable13 and are not fully 
harmonised, so their scope of protection may vary from one country to 
another. 

 

                                                           
10 Subject to certain allowed reservations, limitations or exceptions provided by the InfoSoc Directive.  
11 The right to claim authorship is sometimes called the right of paternity or the right of attribution. 
12 Also known as the right of integrity. 
13 Moral rights usually remain with the authors even after the transfer of all their economic rights. In 
the EU that is usually the case but exceptions exist such as in Luxembourg where the author can 
expressly transfer/assign his moral rights (provided his honour or reputation are not undermined) or 
in the UK. 

Some examples of economic rights 

• right of reproduction, e.g. to make copies of the work such as 
printed publications or sound recordings 

• right of distribution, e.g. to distribute copies of the work 
• right of fixation, e.g. to record the work in, for example, a CD or 

DVD 
• right of communication to the public, e.g.  broadcasting via radio, 

TV or Internet 
• right to perform the work publicly, e.g. to authorise live 

performances of the work such as in a play 
• right to make “derivative works”, e.g. to authorise modifications, 

translations, adaptations such as turning a novel into a 
screenplay, or other new uses of a work. 
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Term of protection 

While in many countries moral rights have no time limit14 (they last forever), 
economic rights are usually limited in time. The minimum duration of protection 
set by the Berne Convention is the author’s lifetime plus 50 years from his death. 
However, within the EU the protection is prolonged to 70 years after the author 
has passed away. In the case of a work of joint authorship, the 70 years term of 
protection is calculated from the death of the last surviving author. 

Within the EU, some particular rules are applied to: 

• Anonymous or pseudonymous works, where the term of protection 
expires 70 years after the work has been lawfully made available to the 
public. 

• Audio visual (cinematographic) works, where the term of protection is 
70 years after the death of the last of the following: the principal director, 
the author of the screenplay, the author of the dialogue and the composer 
of music specifically created for use in the cinematographic or audiovisual 
work15. 

• Photographic works, where, in certain EU Member States, if a photograph 
does not meet the threshold of originality, it is considered a "simple 
photograph" and it usually enjoys a shorter copyright protection16. 

 

1.3. Neighbouring or related rights 

Neighbouring rights, also known as related rights, are the rights which, although 
related to copyright, have a specific subject matter and protect the interests of 
certain right holders other than the work’s author, such as performers, producers 
(e.g. of films), broadcasting organisations and publishers. These rights are regulated 
at international level by the Rome Convention17. 

 

 

                                                           
14 Within the EU, the possibility to provide for a different term of protection of moral rights is left to 
the Member States. 
15 This applies regardless of the provisions of national law regarding the authorship of the film, 
ensuring a common duration of copyright between EU Member States. The principal director is always 
considered as the author, or one of the authors, of the cinematographic or audiovisual work, although 
national legislations may provide for other co-authors. 
16 For example, in Germany, Austria or Denmark copyright protection of “simple photographs” lasts 
50 years. In Italy, for instance, the law lists exactly which kind of photographs are “simple 
photographs” and grants them 20 years of protection while in Spain the protection lasts 25 years. 
17 The Rome Convention establishes a term of protection of 20 years from the end of the year in 
which (i) the fixation was made (for phonograms and performances incorporated in them), (ii) the 
performance took place, (iii) the broadcast took place. However, national laws usually provide for a 
longer term of protection (e.g. 50-year term for phonograms and performances in the EU). 

http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=12656
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32006L0116
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1.4. Copyright and other IPRs 

 Pros Cons 

Copyright 

• Automatic protection 
• No registration costs 
• Moral rights can be perpetual 
• Long-term protection for economic 

rights 
• Software and databases can also be 

protected by copyright 

• Requirement to qualify as a work 
• No priority 
• 20 years protection for 

neighbouring/related rights18 
• There may be some extra 

requirements for designs to be 
copyrighted in some countries19 

Patents  
• Exclusive rights 
• 12 months priority 
• Stronger protection 

• Costly and lengthy procedures 
• 20 years protection 
• Disclosure requirement 
• Extra requirement for software to 

receive European patent protection20 

Industrial 
designs 

• 3 years protection for unregistered 
designs 

• 6 months priority 
• Harmonisation at EU level 
• Some harmonisation at international 

level21 

• Maximum non-renewable 25 years 
protection for registered Community 
designs22 

• No renewable protection for 
unregistered Community designs 

Databases23 • Exclusive rights 
• Secure protection 

• No priority 
• EU right only 
• 15 years protection24 

Trade 
marks 

• Renewable indefinitely for periods of 
10 years 

• 6 months priority 
• Harmonisation at EU level 
• Some harmonisation at international 

level25 

• Obligation to use26  

                                                           
18 From the end of the year in which the fixation was made or the performance / broadcast took 
place. Note that in the EU, for phonograms and performances, the duration of protection extends to 
50 years. 
19 For instance in Spain and Italy, in order to qualify for copyright protection, the designs must show 
creative character and artistic value. 
20 In Europe a software-related invention has to be considered as a computer-implemented invention 
(the software has to solve a technical problem) in order to qualify for patent protection. Check the 
dedicated EPO websites here and the European IPR Helpdesk Bulletin issue No 26 on software 
protection, available here. 
21 Check our IPR Charts on Community Design and International Design as well as the European IPR 
Helpdesk Bulletin issue No 19 on design protection, available here. 
22 Registered Community Designs (RCD) are renewable every 5 years up to a maximum of 25 years. 
23 A sui generis EU right granted to the maker of a database which shows that there has been 
qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial investment in the obtaining, verification or 
presentation of the contents to prevent extraction and/or re-utilisation of the whole or a substantial 
part of its contents. Nevertheless, databases, which, by reason of the selection or arrangement of 
their contents, constitute the author’s own intellectual creation shall be protected as such by 
copyright. 
24 From the end of the year in which the making of the database was first made available to the 
public. 
25 Check our IPR Charts on EU Trade Mark and International Trade Mark as well as the European IPR 
Helpdesk Bulletin issue No 24 on trade mark protection, available here. 
26 An EU trade mark has to be put to genuine use in the EU in connection with the goods or services 
for which it is registered within a period of five years following registration. 

https://www.epo.org/news-issues/issues/software.html
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2826%29.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2826%29.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2826%29.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/documents/IPR-Chart_CommunityDesigns.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/documents/IPR-Chart_InternationalDesigns.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IPR_Bulletin_No19.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IPR_Bulletin_No19.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A31996L0009
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/documents/IPR-Chart_EU-trade-mark.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/documents/IPR-Chart_international-trade-mark.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IPR_Bulletin_No24.pdf
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1.5. Works in the public domain 

Once copyright protection expires, the work becomes available for use without 
permission from the copyright owner; in other words, the work enters into the so-
called public domain. Moreover, someone willing to use a copyright-free work – 
that is a work in the public domain – will find it advantageous to find no third 
parties’ rights as obstacles and to be able to proceed to commercialisation, as there 
should be no time-consuming negotiations or paperwork involved.  

The picture below is a faithful photographic reproduction of a two-dimensional 
painting (taken from Wikimedia Commons, here). Please note that even though 
the painting is in the public domain, its photographic reproduction may be under 
copyright or neighbouring rights’ protection in some jurisdictions, as explained 
above under “term of protection”. 

 

To figure out whether a work is in the public domain and therefore whether it can 
be used without infringing copyright, the following should be kept in mind27: 

 
• Who created the work and whether and when the creator passed away. 
• National copyright laws also apply to public domain works. 
• A reproduction/recording of a work in the public domain often qualifies for 

separate copyright. 
• Any adaptation of a publicly available work is protected by copyright but the 

original version can be used freely. 
 

Particular care should be taken when dealing with films, music and photographic 
reproductions of works of art. One also needs to be aware of other types of rights 
that might affect whether and how works in the public domain can be used. 

 

                                                           
27 For further information, please check “Public Domain”, Ronan Deazley and Bartolomeo Meletti, 
available here. 

Musical compositions and sound recordings are two different types of 
works. For example, despite the right to use a Mozart (1756-1791) or 
Beethoven (1770-1827) composition freely (public domain), to play a 
sound recording of such composition requires that either the recording 
is free to use or that you acquire a right to use it.   

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VanGogh-starry_night.jpg
http://www.copyrightuser.org/create/public-domain/duration/
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2. Copyright and SMEs 

Most companies have aspects of their work protected by copyright and are 
copyright authors or owners. A company is, however, a copyright user if it uses 
copyrighted materials. The use of copyrighted materials may also be a company’s 
daily activity, as it is for radio stations, publishing houses, libraries, or shops, or 
an occasional tool to enhance market presence and develop business operations. 
On the other hand, when a company’s activity comprises the creation of corporate 
publications, brochures, marketing activities, etc., or when it participates in the 
so-called creative industries, the company is a copyright owner. Sometimes, 
however, the author of a work does not own copyright, as in the case of joint 
works, collective works, and works done for an employer28. Depending on the type 
of work, the following applies:  

2.1. Licensing  

It is a general rule that every commercial use or exploitation of third party 
copyrighted works requires a licence or an assignment of rights from the rights 

                                                           
28 In some countries, rights to a work are deemed to be owned by the employee, in some by an 
employer. For further information about ownership, see the European IPR Helpdesk fact sheet 
“Inventorship, Authorship and Ownership”, available here. If you require first-line assistance, you 
can also contact our Helpline. 

Joint works

•“Joint ownership” takes
place when two or more
people are inextricably
linked to the creation of a
work.

•It occurs when the
contribution to the work
from each party is
inseparable or
unascertainable.

•In such cases, authors
own the work jointly and
equally, unless otherwise
agreed.

•An example: a book with
two or more authors if the
contribution of either one
of the authors is not
separately identifiable or,
though identifiable,
cannot be used as a
separate work.

Collective works

• A “collective work” is one
which puts together the
separate works of
different authors.

•An example: a magazine
or encyclopaedia with a
series of articles written
by independent authors.

• Unless otherwise agreed,
the rights in the magazine
as a whole would rest
with the publisher but the
authors of each article
would own copyright in
their respective
contribution, as they can
be separately identified
and are works capable of
separate use.

Works for employer

•In many EU countries, a
copyright to a work
created by an employee in
the course of employment
is owned by the employer,
unless otherwise agreed
between the parties.

•For example, where a
graphic designer
employed by a publishing
company is asked to
create a poster, the
employer will own the
copyright in the poster by
default, unless otherwise
agreed.

•However, when a work is
created by a freelancer
under a service
agreement, the author
retains copyright in the
work.

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Inventorship-Authorship-Ownership
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Helpline
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owner. At the same time, granting a licence can help copyright owners benefit 
financially from their works.  

A copyright licence is an official permission given by a copyright holder (the 
licensor) to the user of its copyrighted work (the licensee), usually by means of an 
agreement, allowing the licensee to use the copyrighted work. A licence may be 
set on an exclusive or non-exclusive basis. It can be limited to a certain 
geographical territory, to a specific period of time, require that the rights are only 
exercised in a specific manner or through certain media, allow a certain use of the 
work, etc.29.  

 

2.2. Assignment  

In most EU countries (except, for example, Germany and Austria), a sale/transfer 
of copyright ownership from a copyright owner to a third party is allowed. It can 
be done by means of an assignment agreement. An assignment agreement is a 
contract by means of which the copyright holder (the assignor) transfers its 
copyright in a given work to the assignee, who becomes the new owner.  

A copyright assignment may take place, for instance, when an author chooses to 
transfer copyright ownership to a publisher, who then will distribute the work to 
broader audiences and pay a monetary remuneration to the author in exchange, 
usually in the form of royalties. Assignment agreements usually entail a full 
transfer of the rights concerned. Therefore, if the assigning party wants to do 
anything with the work after concluding the assignment, such as making it 
available on a website, a permission from the assignee will be necessary. 
Assignment of copyright is generally permanent, unless the agreement indicates 
otherwise.  

2.3. Use of works available on the Internet 

The use of works available on the Internet usually requires prior authorisation of 
the copyright owner. That applies to pictures, marketing videos, clips, articles 
published in newspapers, corporate brochures, website design, etc. The mere fact 
that a work is available digitally does not mean copyright law does not protect it. 

                                                           
29 For further information about licensing, see the European IPR Helpdesk fact sheet “Commercialising 
Intellectual Property: Licence Agreements”, available here. If you require first-line assistance, you 
can also contact our Helpline.  

Copyright 
licences

Exclusive licence - this licence excludes any other potential licensees in the
scope of exclusivity. The licensor cannot use the intellectual property.

Sole licence - exclusive licence, but the licensor generally retains the right
to use the intellectual property.

Non-exclusive licence - a licence that can be granted to as many licensees
as the licensor wishes.

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Commercialising-IP-Licence-Agreements
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Helpline
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Quite to the contrary, when it comes to benefiting from copyright protection, the 
manner of fixation is irrelevant and often fixation is not even required at all30.  
Downloading content from any website is, in fact, making a copy of that content, 
which can be compared to making copies of a book in a library. Such action may 
therefore constitute a copyright infringement. For that reason, use of works 
available on the Internet should only take place after obtaining permission from 
the rights holder. Moreover, while many companies believe that linking to content 
instead of copying it is unlikely to make them liable for copyright infringement, in 
certain instances posting a link redirecting to a website containing illegal content 
might constitute a copyright infringement31.  

3. Copyright infringement 

The use of a work or a part of it by a third party without the copyright 
owner’s permission is a copyright infringement. In such cases, copyright 
owners can take legal action and seek remedies in court.  

3.1. Remedies  

When it comes to solving copyright infringement disputes, it is a standard procedure 
to start with sending a cease and desist letter prior to resorting to the judicial 
system. A cease and desist letter is a notification stating the allegations of 
infringement and demanding that such infringement stops. It can contain additional 
conditions such as a demand for payment or a request to sign a licence agreement.  

If such a letter fails to achieve its purpose, alternative methods of solving disputes 
such as mediation or arbitration are available32.  

In the case of a failure to reach an amicable solution to a probable copyright 
infringement, the right holder can also ask a court to issue an injunction, which is 
an order to prohibit the infringer from using the copyrighted work. Injunction 
proceedings are usually swift, flexible and cost efficient and can be granted within 
days, or even hours. Right holders whose rights have been infringed can also seek 
damages, for example in a form of a pecuniary payment, for any loss they may have 
incurred as a result of the infringement. The purpose of damages is, therefore, to 
restore right holders to the position that they would have been in if the infringement 
had not occurred.  

                                                           
30 As national legislation might vary from one country to another, to fully benefit from copyright 
protection it is recommended to find out about the applicable national copyright legislation regarding 
the fixation requirement. 
31 For further information about linking, see the European IPR Helpdesk Bulletin issue No 18, available 
here.  
32 For further information about Alternative Dispute Resolution, see the European IPR Helpdesk fact 
sheet “Efficient resolution of disputes in R&D collaborations, licensing and other technology transfer” 
available here.  

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/IPR_Bulletin_No18_1.pdf#page=6
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Alternative-Dispute-Resolution
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The remedies against copyright infringement are regulated by the Enforcement 
Directive33, its provisions having been implemented into the national laws of the 
Member States.  

3.2. Copyright exceptions 

In order to provide some balance and protect free expression, copyright law is 
construed in a way to allow for everyday uses of copyrighted works needed by 
users and creators. Those uses are known as “copyright exceptions” 34.  

As follows, the EU Member States are allowed to provide for the following copyright 
exceptions35, inter alia:  

• photocopying/photo-reproduction 
• private copying 
• reproductions by libraries, archives and museums 
• ephemeral recordings made by broadcasters 
• reproduction of broadcasts by social institutions 
• illustration for teaching or scientific research 
• reporting by the press on current events 
• quotation for criticism or review 
• use for public security purposes 
• use of public speeches and public lectures 
• use of works of architecture or sculptures in public spaces 
• use for advertising the exhibition or sale of works of art 
• use for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche 
• use for the purpose of research or private study 

 

However, national copyright laws may differ from one another in relation to 
copyright infringement exceptions in each country. The European Commission has 
presented legislative proposals to harmonise copyright law to facilitate the licensing 
of European audio-visual works and the digitisation and availability of out-of-
commerce works36. 

4. Conclusions 

Copyright protects creators or owners of original literary, scientific and artistic works 
and is relevant to almost all businesses. Adequate copyright protection is an 
essential part of a company’s business strategy.  

To avoid any unnecessary risk the following steps should be taken: 

 First, the copyright associated with the business should be identified. 

                                                           
33 Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the 
enforcement of intellectual property rights, available here.  
34 Copyright exceptions are contained in the Berne Convention and, for the most part, they are not 
made mandatory. Instead, they are left for the Member States to determine what exceptions they 
want to implement into their national legislation. 
35 Article 5 of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 
36 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on copyright in the Digital 
Single Market – COM (2016)593, available here.  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32004L0048R(01)
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/proposal-directive-european-parliament-and-council-copyright-digital-single-market
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 Ownership of the copyright necessary for the business should be ascertained 

in order to determine whether permission to use it needs to be requested.  
 A copyright management strategy suitable for the business must be defined. 

For instance, it is strongly recommended to review employee and 
commissioned work contracts to ensure that copyright ownership clauses are 
clear. 

 A copyright infringement strategy must be developed, including a plan on 
potential infringement monitoring and the recording of the development 
process of copyright material37. Taking out IP insurance may prove beneficial 
in order to cover the costs of potential legal proceedings.       

 Company staff must be trained on copyright issues and their responsibilities 
when using third parties’ copyright works. 

These measures should help businesses avoid potential copyright disputes. If an 
infringement takes place, it is advisable to: 

 Try to find an amicable settlement before entering into any long and costly 
legal proceedings. 

All things considered, copyright is an attractive way to protect intellectual assets, 
which can help preserve and foster the success of a business. Although the majority 
of EU Member States have similar copyright laws, nuances and differences exist 
between the national copyright laws and before taking any step regarding copyright 
- either as a right holder or as a user - it is recommended to both check the 
applicable national laws38 and seek professional advice39.  

                                                           
37 That includes keeping records of the identity of authors, their creative contributions and working 
drafts, publication dates, assignment and licence documents. They may ultimately be required as 
evidence. 
38 EUIPO’s dedicated webpage on “FAQs on Copyright” provides useful information on different 
legislations of EU Member States.  
39 Have a look at our guide “10 steps to find a suitable IP professional” here. 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/faqs-on-copyright
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/documents/Guide-IP-professionals.pdf
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Useful Resources 

For further information, also see:  

• Fact sheet “Inventorship, Authorship and Ownership” 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Inventorship-Authorship-Ownership 
 

• Fact sheet “Commercialising Intellectual Property: Licence Agreements” 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Commercialising-IP-Licence-
Agreements 
 

• Fact sheet “Technology Licensing-in” 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Technology-Licensing-in 
 

• Fact sheet “IP joint ownership” 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-IP-Joint-Ownership 
 

• Fact sheet “Efficient resolution of disputes in R&D collaborations, licensing and 
other technology transfer” 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Alternative-Dispute-Resolution 
 

• Bulletin issue No 25 on copyright protection 
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20
IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2825%29_0.pdf 
 

• Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 
2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in 
the information society 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32001L0029 
 

• Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended 
on September 28, 1979) (Authentic text) 
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=283698 
 
  

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Inventorship-Authorship-Ownership
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Inventorship-Authorship-Ownership
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Commercialising-IP-Licence-Agreements
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Commercialising-IP-Licence-Agreements
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-Technology-Licensing-in
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/Fact-Sheet-IP-Joint-Ownership
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2825%29_0.pdf
https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdocuments/European%20IPR%20Helpdesk%20Bulletin%20Issue%20%2825%29_0.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32001L0029
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=283698
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GET IN TOUCH 

 

For comments, suggestions or further information, please contact  

European IPR Helpdesk 
c/o infeurope S.A. 
62, rue Charles Martel 
L-2134, Luxembourg 
 
Email: service@iprhelpdesk.eu 
Phone: +352 25 22 33 - 333 
Fax: +352 25 22 33 – 334 

 

ABOUT THE EUROPEAN IPR HELPDESK 

The European IPR Helpdesk aims at raising awareness of Intellectual Property (IP) and Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR) by providing information, direct advice and training on IP and IPR matters to current and potential 
participants of EU funded projects. In addition, the European IPR Helpdesk provides IP support to EU SMEs 
negotiating or concluding transnational partnership agreements, especially through the Enterprise Europe 
Network. All services provided are free of charge. 

Helpline: The Helpline service answers your IP queries within three working days. Please contact us via 
registration on our website – www.iprhelpdesk.eu – phone or fax. 

Website: On our website you can find extensive information and helpful documents on different aspects of IPR 
and IP management, especially with regard to specific IP questions in the context of EU funded programmes.  

Newsletter and Bulletin: Keep track of the latest news on IP and read expert articles and case studies by 
subscribing to our email newsletter and Bulletin.  

Training: We have designed a training catalogue consisting of nine different modules. If you are interested in 
planning a session with us, simply send us an email at training@iprhelpdesk.eu. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The European IPR Helpdesk project receives funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 641474. It is managed by the European Commission’s 
Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME), with policy guidance provided by the 
European Commission’s Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs Directorate-General.  

Even though this fact sheet has been developed with the financial support of the EU, its content is not and shall 
not be considered as the official position of the EASME or the European Commission. Neither EASME nor the 
European Commission nor any person acting on behalf of EASME or of the European Commission is responsible 
for the use which might be made of this content.  

Although the European IPR Helpdesk endeavours to deliver a high level service, no guarantee can be given on 
the correctness or completeness of the content of this fact sheet and the European IPR Helpdesk consortium 
members are not responsible and may not be held accountable for any use which might be made of this content.  

The support provided by the European IPR Helpdesk should not be considered as of a legal or advisory nature. 

© European Union (2017) 

 

©istockphoto.com/Dave White 

 

mailto:service@iprhelpdesk.eu
http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/
mailto:training@iprhelpdesk.eu
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